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Introduction and Overview

Commenced October 2013
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Project Team

Schedule

Background

1 0:00-10:20 | Paul

McGarry (Age-friendly Manchester): W elcome
Tim Jones (OBU): Objectiv es | Approach | Key findings

Population across most of Europe is ageing.
People living longer and birth rate falling.

10:20-10:40 | Kiron Chatterjee (UW E): Cycling Biographies
10:40-11:00 |Justin Spinney (Cardiff): (Velo)mobile observ ations and v ideo elicitation interviews

Push to encourage people to stay active for longer
– reduce end of life morbidity.

11:00-11:20 | Q&A session

Mobility & independence important constituents of
wellbeing in later life.

11:20-11:40 |Break for Refreshments
11:40-12:10 | Ben Spencer (OBU) & Louise Leyland (Reading): Cycling and W ellbeing Trial
12:10-12:30 | Q&A session

Lunch 12:30 – 13:30
13:30-14:00 | Tim Jones (OBU): Summary of Recommendations
14:00-15:00 | Q&As
Close: Patrick Hanfling (Age-friendly Manchester)
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The Problem and Potential
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Study Objectives
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Questions

To develop a better understanding of how the design
of the built environment and technology shapes
engagement with, and experience of cycling as
people get older and how this affects their
independent mobility, health and wellbeing.
To provide advice to policy makers and practitioners
on how the built environment and technology could
better support and promote cycling among current
and future older generations in order to improve
independent living, health and wellbeing.
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Case Areas

Approach and Methods

Pathways

Policy Review

Analysis of Trends

Study Visits

Biographical Interviews

Shadowing Riders

Cycling & Wellbeing Trial
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Sample and Data
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Key Findings
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Reluctant Riders

Majority of older
population.
Insert image
of reluctant
rider

3 Groups of Riders
Reluctant | Resilient | Re-engaged

Cycling at best away from
traffic, in fine weather for
recreation.

Cycling Biographies: 180 hours of audio-recorded material
Mobile Observations: 100 hours of video footage for analysis
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Resilient Riders

14

Re-engaged Riders

15

Key Messages

Small minority (A ‘Cycling Precariat’)

Potential significant market

1.Recognise heterogeneity of older cycling market
Tackle age stereotypes.

1.
2.

1.
2.

2. Older cycling is partial and resigned to specific times and spaces.
Adapt infrastructure to cater for wider range of capabilities.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Positive antecedent state towards cycling.
Tend to be physically active in other areas of
their lives.
Majority also car drivers.
Acclimatised to changes over time and
adapted their style of riding to deal with
changing conditions and capabilities: timing,
route choice, equipment.
Critical of infrastructure and current
conditions for cycling which impacts
moment-by-moment wellbeing.
Question whether they would have been
able to re-engage with cycling nowadays if
they hadn’t acclimatised over time.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Place importance on staying active.
Cycling fits with pursuit of active ageing
project.
Only cycle in specific spatial domains.
Positive experience when they have
control of their cycling activity (when,
where & how).
Evidence of benefits to wellbeing when
part of a structured plan offering
support.
But cycling only partial and precarious.

3. Cycling offers older people potential to gain positive health benefits.
Recognise broader health benefits not just physical activity.
4. Cycling does pose greater challenges to aging body
Capitalise on new assistive technology including e-bikes.
5. Older cycling is precarious
Policies and programmes required across sectors to develop infrastructure
and programmes to support cycling among an ageing society
6. Also relevant to younger population
Interventions targeted at older population would also benefit younger
cycling and address many of pressing social health issues.
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Research Questions

Life Course View on Cycling
Ageing is considered
as a combination of
life-long biological
(personal capabilities),
psychological
(personal perceptions
of capabilities) and
social processes
(perceived
opportunities and
support) that
individuals encounter
in specific cultural
contexts

• November 2013

Kiron Chatterjee
UWE Bristol
Cycling Biographies

Life History Interviews
•

Participants completed life history
calendar in advance of
interviews

•

Semi-structured interviews
– Present life situation and cycling
– Future outlook for cycling
– Change and continuity in cycling
through lifetime
– Experiences of ageing and cycling
– Summary reflection on lifetime
cycling

•

Viewing of cycle(s) and storage

•

Mobile observations and video
elicitation interviews

Findings Overview

1. Cycling trajectories
2. Ageing and changing life
circumstances
3. Contrasting settings
4. Cycling practices, benefits and
meanings

Reluctant Riders - Characteristics

Dexter, 70s, North Fringe of Bristol

• Accustomed to using car or other methods of
transport
• Only cycled on holiday on traffic-free routes
• Tried cycling but sporadic and did not lead to
confidence to cycle in range of environments
• Cycling had ‘fizzled-out’ due to vulnerability
cycling or health conditions
• Bicycles disposed of for taking up space
• Some cycled during working life but not after
retiring
• Cycling considered good form of exercise
nevertheless

Dexter’s sole cycling experience was confined to his
youth when he lived in a town situated in a valley in
south Wales. He got a car soon after becoming
eligible and his travel had remained largely carbased ever since. He saw driving as integral to his
routine of activities, clubs and hobbies as well as
family relations and responsibilities. He had no
expectations of cycling again and imagined he
would be “really quite frightened” cycling in Bristol.

Three Cycling Trajectories
Reluctant Riders not cycled in the
last fiv e years or had either stopped
or substantially decreased their
cycling

Resilient Riders cycling consistently in
the last fiv e years or w ho had
increased their level of cycling over
this period

Re-engaged Riders who had started
cycling in the last fiv e years after a
hiatus in adult life or w ho had not
cycled since childhood

Jodi, 60s, Abingdon (small town south of Oxford)
Jodi stopped cycling when a student in London and
then started driving to commute for her first job. She
had continued to cycle locally on an occasional
basis for leisure with her husband. This despite not
feeling at all confident cycling on roads with traffic
and classifying herself as ‘not a very good cyclist’.
Having put on a lot of weight, Jodi was aware of the
need to get more exercise but did not use her static
exercise bike due to ‘laziness’ and was prevented
from cycling by the condition of her bike and
reduced confidence. She was positive about the
potential of e-bikes but was concerned it might be a
waste of a considerable amount of money if she did
not end up using it.
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Resilient Riders - Characteristics
• Accumulated cycling experience ov er long periods
and exhibited a high lev el of autonomy and capability
• Many brought up in cycling families
• Small number of participants who had not learnt to
driv e a car, or did not wish to driv e a car
• Cycling to work prominent, particularly for men with
stable employment
• Cycling for women had ‘yo-yoed’ and often restarted
when children had grown-up or left home
• Adapted cycling after retirement with new purposes,
routes and times to cycle
• Mix of purely recreational cyclists and those who
cycled for v ariety of reasons

Re-engaged Riders - Characteristics
• Predominantly motiv ated by getting fit and maintaining
health
• Retired males for whom the transition to retirement led
to a desire to become more activ e in older age
• For women, newfound freedom and a desire to
become activ e had also prompted a return to cycling
• Restarting cycling was often encouraged by a partner
who cycled
• Changing housing situations also opened up
opportunities to cycle
• Cycling almost exclusiv ely took place along off-road
paths and quiet roads
• Key question is whether cycling will be sustained and
confidence dev elop to expand cycling domains

Ageing and Life Circumstances
Turning points in cycling histories usually associated
with:
• Health
• Family
• Employment/retirement
• Home moves

Jerry, 50s, North Fringe of Bristol
Jerry had cycled to work throughout
his career. When he wasn’t trav elling
with other family members he often
used his bike for other journeys around
Bristol. He had joined a group of
retired colleagues on a monthly
recreational ride when he could fit it
in. Jerry described cycling as ‘a drug’,
something he had to replace with a
walk if he was ev er away without his
bike. He recalled a difficult time when
cycling had been a time to relax,
think things through, and this he felt,
kept him going.

Lance, 60s, Yate (town north-east of Bristol)
After cycling competitively and also
using a bike as a principal means of
getting around in his youth and early
adulthood, Lance took a break from
cycling as he entered his thirties because
of a move from outer London to Yate
and change of job where cycling to
work was less feasible. With the
exception of two 6-month periods when
he trained for two cycle challenges his
cycling was absent until retirement
which he used as an opportunity to get
back on his bike. Lance had four bikes
and a routine of cycling three times a
week with the University of the Third Age
and another older persons cycling
group.

Wilfred, 60s, North Fringe of Bristol
“about 2008 the kids bought me a bike cos [wife] was biking ….I’d already
had a half [knee] replacement ….They bought me a bike and I started just
doing a little bit of biking cos I was working still, just out with the kids and
that….the bike was bought for you? : Yeah just to do something
{laughs},encouragement to do something ….as I say I was so embedded in
work, my focus was work, building up the business and early retirement”
“Um probably since I retired, 3 years been doing
it all the time, cos I’ve been sporty all my life
and competitive, you know if I do something I
want to win kind of thing, and of course I
couldn’t do nothing, so I started cycling”

Fiona, 70s, suburban Oxford
Fiona had done more cycling as she got older. She had cycled
increasingly as a child and teenager before dropping to nothing
when she had her first child. Her cycling had then built up once
more as the whole family had bikes and cycled, she then had
more time to cycle as the children became more independent.
She then had a period of 7-8 years of doing almost no cycling as
she worked very locally and didn't have a bike. Her cycling
picked up again when she starting work in the centre of the city
and was given a bike. Her cycling increased further when she
retired as she had more time to cycle appreciating it as a reason
to get out of the house and to experience freedom.

Patricia, 70s, Yate (town north-east of Bristol)
Patricia returned to cycling in her
forties. She bought a bike to get some
exercise and to get outdoors, having
found she didn’t enjoy classes at the
gym: “I wanted to be doing something
that was outside so decided give
cycling a go”. She initially rode circuits
around the town mainly on the
pavement and cycle paths alone three
or four times a week. Subsequently her
husband had joined her on these rides.
Over the last few years Patricia had
been riding once a week with a friend
who didn’t feel capable or inclined to
cycle long distances with her husband.

Contrasting Settings - Bristol
•
•
•
•

Parking difficulties and congestion discouraged driving
In Inner Bristol routes were ‘manufactured’ to avoid busy
transport corridors
Hilly topography presented challenge
Workplace cycling promotion, annual city bike rides and
National Cycling Network routes were influential

“I didn’t enjoy it greatly to begin with if honest,
I’d go out with my wife and thought - aww
gawd - 12 miles cycle ride yeah I’ll do it if it
keeps her happy, keep her, you know… it’s just
cycling’s boring…but then gradually you
appreciate what’s around you, the scenery and
that and going out and stopping in a café”
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Contrasting Settings - Oxford
•
•
•
•

Contrasting Settings - Reading

Lack of parking and permeable streets discouraged driving
Traffic-free routes through natural spaces (riverside and
meadow paths) particularly valued
Barrier of Oxford ring-road and criticism of fragmented
facilities on arterial routes
Shared use paths and connection to National Cycling
Network appreciated in Abingdon

•
•
•
•

Cycling Practices
•

•

•

•

Contrasting Settings - Cardiff
•

Wide and fast ‘urban motorways’ discouraged cycling
Riverside and canal paths appreciated
New cycling initiatives welcomed (A4 Bath Road cycle track)
Most participants avoided cycling in city centre

•
•

Compact city centre, flat topography and numerous green
spaces provide rich potential for cycling
Mix of pedestrianised streets and large car-centric roads
discourage cycling
Green corridors (Taff Trail) are well used by cyclists

Cycling Benefits and Meanings

‘All-purpose’ cyclists
– Confident to cycle in different environments
– Prefer cycling as it is quicker, more reliable, flexible
– Happy that frees up car for others
Cycling ‘reliant’
– Do not drive or have access to a car
– Cycling enables them to get to essential activities and increases
freedom of movement
– Limits to how far they cycle outside local area
New commuter cyclists
– Taken up cycling to work with help from workplace and
colleagues
– Typically cycle on sheltered routes and alternate cycling to work
with other modes
‘Recreation only’ cyclists
– Tend to use traffic-free routes accessible from their home
– Cycle as part of regular exercise or social routine
– Some lack others to cycle with
– Some returning to cycling of youth

Research Questions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Positiv ity about contribution to staying activ e/healthy
An enjoyable exercise/sport
Sense of achiev ement
Relaxation and enjoyment of place
Time for reflection
Connection to place and to others
Pride in encouraging others to cycle

(Velo)Mobile
Observations and Video
Elicitation Interviews
Justin Spinney, Cardiff University

“ so I suppose it’s a picture of I’v e always cycled when I
could from early age right through, I’v e used cycling for
commuting when it was practical to do so and now
cycling is essentially for keeping fit, get the heart rate up
and you know feeling fit” (Simon, 70s, Inner Bristol)

Research Design

43

Galvanic Skin Response

44

45
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1. When & Where

2. Sharing Space

2. Sharing Space

Implications of when and
where?
• Retirement or semiretirement cited as a time
of increased freedom.
• Many older cyclists selflimiting in where and
when they ride in order to
minimise journey stress.
• Limiting behav iour due to
perceiv ed stresses and
dangers of certain
places/times.

46

2. Sharing Space

Reasons for positive
affect:
• Slower traffic
• Separated
• Green spaces
• Descending hills
• Good surfaces
• Good visibility
• Few traffic lights
• Few parked cars
• Good continuity
• Absence of
clutter
• Social encounter

“I t’s in fact one of the
reasons I prefer
cycling to w alking,
you see much more,
and you can think
‘oh that looks
interesting, I ’ll stop
and hav e a little
look” (CM036
Harrison, Cardiff)

47

4. Traversing Surfaces

5. Navigation and Expected Manoeuvres

“This road surface is awful. Bumps everywhere as you can
see... I have front suspension but it doesn’t make any
difference. It’s the back...if it’s a bad bump you get a real
thump anyway. You need both hands on the handlebars!”
(Stanford, 60s, Bristol).

“On anything with
shared use, even if
it’s got a line on it,
you’re not sure of
your place, you
don’t know if they’re
suddenly going to
take off this way or
that way” (Sean,
RM015, Reading)

“There’s nothing
there… definitely
something needs to be.
That’s the trouble, with
these cycle paths, you
go along and you think
‘that’s good it’s got the
bike [signage], and
then all of a sudden
bang it stops.” (CM035
Abbie, Cardiff)

“I just really hate bumpy things shaking me up and down, so
I’m just irritated at this point. I often prefer to be on the road
if the cycle path is in poor condition. I get shaken up by it so
my body feels really uncomfortable on it.” (Rebecca, 60s,
Cardiff).

“Yeah, so they were
well on the left. The
next lot were
straggled right
across the full width
[of the path].”
(Matthew, Cardiff)

“How am I going to get
across this junction?”
(Eduardo, CM010)

“There’s nothing worse than going over
those bumps. Howard Street is a
nightmare. They’re much higher…it jars
your whole body really.”
(Ursala, 50s, Oxford).

49

5. Navigation and Expected Manoeuvres

“I didn’t want to be
standing in the middle
of a busy junction like
that”
(Sibylle CM011)
50

5. Navigation and Expected Manoeuvres

“It’s just a question of
picking your route,
isn’t it? And then it
gets busy again [at
Castle Street exit], it’s
blind as well. They
come straight out,
look. “Yeah, not really
expecting to see a
bike. It’s a good job I
stopped. If I hadn’t
they might have
walked into me. “It is
quite narrow…
Although it was, there
was nothing actually
coming, but there was
no point in me going
because I would have
been stranded in the
middle.” (CM038,
Rodney, Cardiff)

51

6. Breaking the Rules

“It's not like driving, is it? When you know
you've always got a lane. On the bike you've
got loads of different things, haven't you?
Sometimes you have got to cross a pavement,
sometimes you've got a cycle lane, and
sometimes you're amongst the traffic,
sometimes you're in a dangerous spot in the
middle of the road. It's nothing like being in
the car, is it?”
(Sybille, Cardiff)

52

48

53

Heightened
surveillance
Riding on pavements
Going down kerbs
Riding wrong way up
streets
Dismounting and
becoming a
pedestrian

54
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7. Cycling Capability and Adaptation

Turning

7. Cycling Capability and Adaptation

“I don’t like looking over my shoulder, partly
as a result of the accident I had in the car,
lost some mobility turning right, if I was
turning right I tend to stop, look around and
then cut across, particularly if I am tired and
it is up hill...” (Gareth, 60s, Bristol).

Balance/
Dismounting

“It is really hard as you get older to get
‘when you've got the arthritis you can't turn
your neck all the way back without
wobbling and the mirror is actually not a lot
of good because it is to…moves too much,
alright for lipstick!” (Chloe, Bristol)

7. Cycling Capability and Adaptation

“Most of this year I hav e been
recov ering from a cycle accident which
did the knees in, well, the knees were
down in before that, but being knocked
off the bike didn’t make it any better.
That’s why I tend to use the pav ement
to help prop myself up and push myself
off with” (Eduardo, 50s Cardiff)
“oh yes, well I try to do that [use the
kerb]; I hav en't got v ery long legs…more
comfortable on the kerb and better for
taking off afterwards [pushes off when
lights change]” (Gabbi, Oxford)

55

7. Cycling Capability and Adaptation

“It is really hard as you get going again
older to get going again. It really is, so I
would always try and find a way of
keeping going which is exactly what I
did there. I was lucky with the light…I will
always try and keep momentum…My
fitness has gone down, it really has. I'm
on these [...], I'm not sure what it actually
is, and my blood pressure is v ery
low…Certainly, I do not want to stop. It's
really quite physically hard”
(Regan, 70s, Cardiff)

56

57

Conclusions
• Great potential for cycling to enhance physical, mental
and social wellbeing
• Older users employ a range of strategies like taking
alternativ e routes and trav elling at different times to
minimise journey stress
• Uncertainty and v ulnerability caused by poor/ absent
design is a key source of journey stress – negativ ely
impacts wellbeing
• Some older users find it harder to improv ise tactics due to
reduced range of mov ement – poor design is therefore a
bigger barrier
• Design guidance should be based on a broader range of
capabilities
• Promotion of alternativ e and non-standard bike designs
to mitigate effects of ageing

58

Structure

Oxford & Reading locations
Life history interview
Assessment
Pre-trial tests
8 weeks | 3 x 30min | Diary
Post-trial tests
Focus groups
Exit survey
61

Cycling and
Wellbeing Trial
Ben Spencer

59

Findings Drawn From

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Momentum

60

Research Questions

• Diary of Cycling Experience
• Focus group discussions
• Pre- and post-trial tests
assessing wellbeing and
executive function
• Exit survey

62

63
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Recruitment

• Re-engaging with cycling
• Cycling curtailed in
adulthood / diminished in
later life
– Deterioration in health
– Safety concerns
– Lack of confidence riding

•
•
•
•
•
•

Structured programme / training
Health and fitness
Rehabilitation after illness
Social cycling
Everyday mobility
Allure of the e-bike

64

Engagement with the trial

“I feel t hat the
elect ric bike has
enabled us
t o make journeys
t hat we might not
ot herwise have
done and get out
enjoying t he
count ryside.”
Alysia (&
husband), 50s,
Oxford.

• Exited:
– Medical condition (n=5)
– Time (n=6)
– Confidence (n=1)

Average: 3 hours p/w | 30 journeys

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

19

19

38

Total

38

39

77

66

“I vent ured further
afield this week and
used t he bike as an
alternative to the
car. I have been
mostly st aying in the
local area on t he
bike and using it for
errands where I
would have
possibly have
used t he car.”
Colline, 60s, Oxford.

Challenges – Pedal & E-bikes

70

39

Pedal

•
•
•
•
•

Mainly recreation
Away from roads
Social support
Increased confidence
More functional journeys

68

“Feeling
increasingly
confident on
roads but still not
wanting to use
main/busy roads
so t end t o route
[sic] out quieter
roads.” And later
“Long rout e taken
just because a
nice day, t raffic
unpleasant on
Cowley Road."
Fran, 60s, Oxford

Weight loss
Fitness
Increased leg strength
Endurance
Better sleep
Sense of achievement
Improved self-esteem

Total

20

Experience – Pedal & E-bikes

Enjoyment and thrill
Cope with ailments
Safer – junctions / hills
Greater distances
Discovery
Ride with others
Varied (and zero)
assistance

67

Reported Benefits – Pedal & E-bikes

Reading

19

Age range 50-83
Average age 62 (SD 7)
% Female 53

Experience – e-Bikes

• Endured: Time, family, weather, health,
mechanical

Oxford
E-bike

65

“Riding an e-bike
seems more fun
t han riding an
ordinary bike.”
Aline, 60s, Oxford.

• Embraced: > 3 x 30

“I feel t he rides are
getting a bit easier
and t he average
speed is creeping
up, so maybe I’m
getting a bit fitter
which is one of t he
benefits of regular
cycling… so t hat’s
really
good. Lost 5kgs.”
Padraic, 50s,
Reading.

Recruitment

Motivation to take part

69

Challenges – E-bikes

• Infrastructure design and
maintenance
• Legibility
• Traffic
• Route planning
• Stop-start riding
• Paraphernalia
• Weather
• Storage and
• parking

“I found the e-bike
good to ride but very
cumbersome to get
into my terraced
house. It was very
heavy to lift up the
door step. I do like
the `palm rests’ on
the
handlebar grips.”
Roanna, 60s,
Reading.

• Weight and
manoeuvrability
• Operation – keys, charging
• Perception – cheating
• Cost and security

“It took me longer to
put all the locks on
the bike but that’s
because I want it to
be
secure in the cycle
rack.” Kari, 50s,
Oxford.
71

72
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Age and Cognitive Performance

Video Vignette

Cycling and
Wellbeing Trial
Louise-Ann Leyland,
University of Reading

Jo Baldock, 60s,
Reading, E-bike
trial

73

Meta-analysis Exercise & Cognition

Salthouse et al, 2004, Dev. Psy.

74

Cycling, Ageing, Cognition and Wellbeing

Wellbeing and Cognition Trial
• Investigate the impact of cycling for an 8-week period
on older adults’ cognition and well-being
• Analysed:
– 36 Pedal bike participants
– 38 E-bike participants

• Older adults who are physically active report
higher lev els of well-being and physical function
(Netz et al., 2005; Spirduso & Cronin, 2001)

• Levels of assistance

• Aerobic exercise has been shown in laboratory
conditions to improv e cognitiv e function in
older adults, particularly executiv e function
(e.g., Erickson, 2011, Colcombe & Kramer, 2003)
• Benefits of cycling for regeneration in the brain
(Erickson et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2015)

Colcombe & Kramer (2003) Psych.Sc.

76

E-bike Participants: Assistance Level
E-bike
participants
spent on
average 15%
of the time
cycling with
the electrical
assistance off

3

Mean Duration (hours)

77

2

1

0
Electric

Pedal

79

78

Test Findings
• Physically activity levels before the
trial did not correlate with the
amount of time spent cycling
during the trial

Average proportion of time spent in
each setting

Cycling during the Intervention
Average weekly
cycling duration
• Both e-bike
and pedal
cyclists spent
approximately
3 hours
cycling each
week

Pedalling brain
power!

– 22 Control participants
• Standard battery: Cognition and
wellbeing are measured before
the trial (pre-intervention) and
after (post-intervention) – Change
score

• Memory and attention scores did
not benefit from cycling
• Test sensitivity
• Ceiling effects
• Stable
• Spatial reasoning improved
after the cycling trial for both
e-bike and pedal cyclists

80

81
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Executive Function – Verbal Fluency

Executive Function– Letter Updating Task
Pedal cyclists
improved on
the letter
updating
task, a
measure of
executive
function,
after the
cycling trial

Pedal and
e-bike
cyclists
improved
on the
verbal
fluency task,
a measure
of executive
function,
after the
cycling trial

H HJ HJW JWB WBC

Pedal and ebike cyclists
improved in
their mental
health score
after the
cycling trial

Say as many words beginning
with the letter ‘F’

82

Exit Survey

Wellbeing – Mental Health

83

84

Conclusions

• Over two-thirds of the participants thought that
their wellbeing had improved a little or a lot
• 58 per cent reported that they
had cycled and intended to
increase or maintain their level
of cycling
• A further 27 per cent reported
that they had stopped but were
actively planning to start cycling
• 19 went on to purchase an ebike and a further 12 purchased
a pedal cycle.

• Our results suggest cycling has a positive
effect on cognitive processes and wellbeing
• This may not be simply to do with increased
physical exercise (and therefore increased
cerebral blood flow) but also the
opportunity cycling provides for older
people to engage with the outdoor
environment

85

Recommendations:
Towards Age-friendly
Cycling Mobility

86

People Powered Age-Friendly Cycling

Age-friendly Cities Approach

Outdoor Space & Buildings
Outdoor space needs to offer a safe, comfortable
and enjoyable experience for cycling.

Calls for attention to the needs of the
most vulnerable people in society (i.e.
older adults and children in order to
increase the number of people who
become or remain physically active.

Stimulate positive impact on wellbeing.

Recognises the important role cycling
(and walking) in achieving this
ambition.
‘Because active ageing is a lifelong
process, an age-friendly city is not just
“elderly friendly”. Barrier-free buildings
and streets enhance the mobility and
independence of people with disabilities,
young as well as old.’

Towards infrastructure for intergeneratio nal cycling.
Hills Road, Cambridge (Photo: Ben Spencer)

WHO (2007) Global Age-friendly Cities: A Guide.

88

89

90
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Transportation

Housing

Recognise the full potential of cycling as a
mobility aid for older cycling.

Social Participation

Secure and convenient cycle storage and
street access are important to ensure cycles
are easy to retain and use.

Seamless integration with other modes.

Engaging and supporting potential and
existing older cycling as a way of providing a
sense of empowerment through social
networks and independence.

Capitalise on the growing e-bike market.

Provide more inclusive cycling activities.

Public bike hire scheme, Oxford, includes electric bikes
(Photo: Tim Jones)

Over 55 cyclists enjoying a social ride in Bristol
(Source: Life Cycle UK)4

Convenient ‘front-of-house’ cyclestorage, Houten, NL.
(Photo: Tim Jones)
91

Respect and Social Inclusion

92

Civic Participation and Empowerment

Developing a culture of respectful
behaviour.

93

Community Support and Health Services

Cycling related activity can be a conduit for
engaging older people in meaningful
activity and contribute to their community.

Recognise the broad health benefits of
cycling and think beyond cycling as physical
activity.

Strengthen older people’s place within
community through participatory planning.

Positive Spin enables people with dementia and their carers
to cycle. (Photo: Ben Spencer)
Residents engaged in street design, Torquay.
(Photo: Sustrans)

Sharing Knowledge and Skills.
(Photo: Cycling UK).
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Communication and Information
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Summary

Communication strategies
should challenge age
stereotypes of decline
and dependency and
portray positive images of
cycling and ageing.

‘It should be normal in an agefriendly city for the natural and
built environment to anticipate
users w ith different capacities
instead of designing for the
mythical “average” (i.e.
young) person. An age friendly
city emphasizes “enablement”
rather than “disablement”. It is
friendly for all ages and not just
“elder friendly”’.’

Needs to be recognition
that other types of cycling
are as important as
commuter cycling.

All of this will require a substantial shift in culture if
cycling is to be embedded in the lives of an
increasingly older population.

Thank You

Different sectors will need to work in partnership
to realise ambition.

W HO ( 2007) Global Age Friendly Cities.

Cycling and e-biking can be fun and
contribute to wellbeing.
(Photo: Raleigh)
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